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DistributionCI/CDSCM

malicious 3rd party 

package or version
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build cache
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the provenance

of all software

in my TCB?
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Auditing Supply Chains
• EO14028

• SWID

• SPDX

SLSA compliance levels
• In-toto

• SLSA

• CycloneDX

Software BOM

In-toto statement

Bill of Materials

Compliance Certificate Shipment records 6
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Certificate Transparency [RRC 6962]

CONIKS: bringing key transparency to end users

Keeping authorities "honest or bust“ based on large-scale decentralized witness cosigning 

Contour: A practical system for binary transparency

We cannot stop supply chain actors from making false claims, 

but we can make them accountable by requiring their claims to 

be registered in verifiable Transparency Ledgers.

This ensures that malicious actors who make contradictory claims to different entities (customers, 
auditors, regulators) can be detected and held accountable.

All consumers of claims must first verify the proof of ledger registration to ensure a claim is auditable; 

this verification is cheap and can be done offline.

https://datatracker.ietf.org/doc/html/rfc6962
https://www.usenix.org/system/files/conference/usenixsecurity15/sec15-paper-melara.pdf
https://discovery.ucl.ac.uk/id/eprint/10116629/1/Jovanovic_cosi.pdf
https://arxiv.org/abs/1712.08427
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Artifact
|
v                      +--------------+

Issuer ->   Statement    Envelope      | DID Document |
\ /          +--------------+
\ /              |     |
\ ______/               |     |

|                   |     |
v        Signature  |     |

Claim  <--------------/     |
|                         |
|   Receipt   +--------+  |

Transparency ->       +-------------| Ledger |  /
Service            |             +--------+ X

v                       / \
Transparent                 /   \

Claim                   /    |
|\ /     |
| \ /      |
|  \ /       |

Verifier    ->        |    Verify Claim          |
|                          |

Auditor    ->     Collect Receipts        Replay Ledger
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Header Value

issuer did:web:firmware.sec.fpga.com

alg, kid ES384, 

feed Cxxx FPGA Firmware

cty application/x-ms-boot-manifest-v1

registration_info timestamp, version number, … 

Payload

Signature 3045022100e7d0…

COSE_Sign1 = [
protected : bstr .cbor { * label => values },
unprotected : { * label => values },
payload : bstr / nil,
signature : bstr

]
label = int / tstr
values = any

integrity for whole 

envelope+ payload

supports multiple PKIs expressed as DID methods

Artifact Name

payload interpreted 

based on contents type
payload type & contents

Issuer Name

Additional metadata used 

to apply registration policy

Signature algorithm, key ID
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Append-only Ledger

ReceiptContents = [
signature: bstr ; Signature over tree root
node_certificate: tstr ; Certificate of TS node that signed receipt
proof: [+ ProofElement] ; Intermediate hashes (Merkle path)
leaf_info: LeafInfo ; Extra data beyond claim stored in leaf

]

Receipts are implemented by 
signing the root of the binary Merkle Tree (root hash)

over the whole ledger contents.

They can be issued efficiently:
• One hash per transaction
• One signature per transaction batch

The signing key is supported by
attestation results and governance
transactions, also recorded in the ledger.
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https://ccf.dev

https://github.com/Microsoft/ccf

CFT consensus between trusted 
execution environments

Verifiable

Ledger

Verifiable

Ledger

authenticated 

encryption &

signatures

untrusted storage

Primary

User
User

User
Issuers

Replica

…

Query 

Service
Read Only

Extends

Auditor

Submit claim,

get receipt

https://ccf.dev
https://github.com/Microsoft/ccf
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RC 6962
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• Meeting Point: Park Pavilion)

• Hybrid "Bar" BoF today come with online meeting links:

https://teams.microsoft.com/l/meetup-

join/19%3ameeting_OWUwMDhiZjEtYjkwNS00NDA0LTlmMTgtNGZ

hOGE0NmU3ZTcz%40thread.v2/0?context=%7b%22Tid%22%3a%2

272f988bf-86f1-41af-91ab-

2d7cd011db47%22%2c%22Oid%22%3a%22bced92fe-7c20-456e-

9afd-5b18c383de81%22%7d

https://teams.microsoft.com/l/meetup-join/19%3ameeting_OWUwMDhiZjEtYjkwNS00NDA0LTlmMTgtNGZhOGE0NmU3ZTcz%40thread.v2/0?context=%7b%22Tid%22%3a%2272f988bf-86f1-41af-91ab-2d7cd011db47%22%2c%22Oid%22%3a%22bced92fe-7c20-456e-9afd-5b18c383de81%22%7d

